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Page, Plant, and Jones hand-selected the songs for the unprecedented, career-spanning

Mothership. Now, Alfred Music is proud to present this 300-page sheet music collection of

note-for-note guitar TAB. Featuring all-new transcriptions based on years of compiled

documentation, videos, and interviews, this is the must-have book for all fans of Led Zeppelin and

the immortal guitar work of Jimmy Page. Titles: Good Times Bad Times * Communication

Breakdown * Dazed and Confused * Babe I'm Gonna Leave You * Whole Lotta Love * Ramble On *

Heartbreaker * Immigrant Song * Since I've Been Loving You * Rock and Roll * Black Dog * When

the Levee Breaks * Stairway to Heaven * The Song Remains the Same * Over the Hills and Far

Away * D'yer Mak'er * No Quarter * Trampled Under Foot * Houses of the Holy * Kashmir *

Nobody's Fault but Mine * Achilles Last Stand * In the Evening * All My Love.
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The transcriptions in this book are very accurate, and in some parts even goes in depth into explain

somethings, like pointing out notes that are really tape echo, and explaining why the G changes

from beat one in the first two verses to beat two in the third verse onward in Dazed and

Confused.It's also very complete, including all of the guitar parts, and in some places transcribing

other instruments for guitar.However, there are some glaring errors in this book. There are places

where the tablature does not match the notes that are written above. I've noticed this in several

places throughout the book, and usually the notation is correct. So, if you only read tab, you might



run into some problems in some spots. Either way, watch out for the mistakes.Overall, I don't think

you'll be disappointed. But, they could have spent a little more time proofreading before going to

press.

For years I spent my money buying cowboy chord "made easy for guitar" fake books and never

learned anything that didn't sound like campfire music. With the advent of tablature and Hal Leonard

books you can now learn an accurately played version of songs by your favorite artists. Granted

they are more dollars and cents but are well worth learning the version you really want to be playing.

Now, if they would just print these in a format that the book could be opened up and laid flat without

breaking the binding life would be perfect.

Extremely detailed guitar tablature for the Led Zepplin Best of Album. Lots of tricky guitar licks to

work through and many classics that are very fun to play. I'm very glad I purchased this it will keep

me occupied for a long while :)

If you are a Zep fan and a guitar player you definetly must have this songbook! It's very accurate

and the choice of songs is nearly perfect. One or two absolute classics have been left out, such as

"In my time of dying", but it covers all the work of this majestic band!

My 15 yr.old grandson is a guitar player and requested it as a Christmas gift. I was so pleased to

see what a selection of songs for him to play. It was also in a wonderful book. I am pleased with my

selection.

I bought this for my boyfriend's birthday. He is a pretty good guitarist who plays by ear and by sheet.

Not a professional, plays for fun and a huge Led Zeppelin fan. I've bought him other guitar books

before and this is honestly the only one he plays around with. That in itself sold it for me on this

review.

I bought this book with the intention of finding a moderately difficult leveled book that sounded

similar to the actual songs. When it arrived I opened it and was just slightly disappointed. The left

hand portion of the songs is a little too simple, mostly just single notes, relatively few chords. For

example, on "Kashmir", the beginning part is just 2 notes, one for right hand and one for left. It

would be an awesome book for someone who has only been playing for a few months, and some



songs are harder than others. Obviously, it won't sound exactly like the actual songs, but I was

hoping for a little more depth to the songs.

This is a good book to have because it has most of Led Zeppelin's songs and is nice to have so you

can play most of their great songs.
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